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BIG RAMSEY DEGREES OF 3-UNIFORM HYPERGRAPHS ARE
FINITE
MARTIN BALKO, DAVID CHODOUNSKY´, JAN HUBICˇKA, MATEˇJ KONECˇNY´,
AND LLUIS VENA
Abstract. Generalizing the passing number construction by Sauer, we give a
short proof of the fact that the universal homogeneous 3-uniform hypergraph
has finite big Ramsey degrees. Our proof is based on vector (or product) form
of the Milliken’s tree theorem and demonstrates a general method to carry
existing results on structures in binary relational languages to higher arities.
1. Introduction
Given 3-uniform hypergraphs A and B, we denote by
(
B
A
)
the set of all embed-
dings from A to B. We write C −→ (B)Ak,l to denote the following statement:
For every colouring χ of
(
C
A
)
with k colours, there exists an embed-
ding f : B → C such that χ does not take more than l values on(
f [B]
A
)
.
For a countably infinite structure B and its finite induced sub-structure A, the big
Ramsey degree of A in B is the least number L ∈ ω+1 such that B −→ (B)Ak,L for
every k ∈ ω; see [KPT05]. A countably infinite structure B has finite big Ramsey
degrees if the big Ramsey degree of A in B is finite for every finite substructure A
of B.
A countable hypergraph A is (ultra)homogeneous if every isomorphism between
finite induced sub-hypergraphs extends to an automorphism of A. It is well known
that there is (up to isomorphism) a unique countable homogeneous 3-uniform hy-
pergraph H with the property that every countable 3-uniform hypergraph can be
embedded into H, see e.g. [Mac11].
Solving a question of Sauer1 we prove the following result, which was announced
in [BCH+19].
Theorem 1.1. The universal homogeneous 3-uniform hypergraph H has finite big
Ramsey degrees.
Our result is a contribution to the ongoing project of characterising big Ramsey
degrees of homogeneous structures [KPT05], [Tod10, Chapter 6]. This project was
motivated by work of Laver who used Milliken’s tree theorem (Theorem 2.2) on a
single binary tree to show that the big Ramsey degrees of the order of rationals,
denoted by (Q,≤), are finite [EH74, Lav84, KPT05]. Here the argument is partic-
ularly intuitive: the vertices of a binary tree can be seen as finite { 0, 1 }-words and
those as rationals in the range (0, 1) written as binary numbers (with additional
digit 1 added to the end of each word to avoid ambiguities). Since this is a dense
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linear order it follows that (Q,≤) can be embedded to it. Coloring finite subsets of
Q then corresponds to colouring finite subtrees and thus leads to an application of
the Milliken’s tree theorem. In 1979, Devlin [Dev79] refined the technique to fully
characterise the big Ramsey degrees of (Q,≤). See [Tod10, Section 6.3] for further
details.
Similar ideas can be applied to graphs; here a graph is coded using a binary
tree, where 1 is used to code an edge. In the passing number representation, a
pair of words w, w′ with |w| ≤ |w′| is adjacent if w′|w| = 1 [Tod10, Theorem 6.25].
Here, |w| denotes the length of the word w and wi is the letter of w on index
i, where the indices start from 0. This representation was used by Sauer who, in
2006 [Sau06], characterised big Ramsey degrees of the Rado graph. This was refined
to unconstrained structures in binary languages [LSV06] and additional special
classes [DLS16, NVT09, LNVTS10, Masˇ20]. Milliken’s tree theorem remained the
key in all results in the area (here we consider Ramsey theorem as a special case of
Milliken’s tree theorem for the unary tree).
A generalization of these results to structures of higher arities (such as to hy-
pergraphs) and to structures forbidding non-trivial substructures remained open
for over a decade. Recent connections to topological dynamics [Zuc19] renewed
the interest in the area and both these problems were solved recently. Using set-
theoretic techniques, Dobrinen [Dob20a] proved that the universal homogeneous
triangle free graph has finite big Ramsey degrees and subsequently generalized this
result to graphs omitting a clique Kk for any k ≥ 3 [Dob19]. This was further
generalised by Zucker [Zuc20] to free amalgamation classes in binary languages.
Hubicˇka applied parameter spaces and the Carlson–Simpson theorem to show the
finiteness of big Ramsey degrees for partial orders and metric spaces [Hub20] giving
also a straightforward proof of [Dob20a].
The main goal of this note is to demonstrate a proof technique, which allows to
reprove some of the aforementioned results in the context of relational structures
with higher arities. The proof, for the first time in this area, makes use of the
vector (also called product) form of Milliken’s tree theorem. To our knowledge this
may be also the first combinatorial application of Milliken’s tree theorem for trees
of unbounded branching [Dod15].
Similar results on big Ramsey degrees of relational structures were recently in-
dependently obtained by Coulson, Dobrinen and Patel [CDP20]. Their proof tech-
nique is different. Instead of using the vector Milliken’s tree theorem, the proof
from [CDP20] is based on the Dobrinen’s method of strong coding trees involving
techniques from forcing and the Erdo˝s–Rado theorem (see [Dob20b] for a recent
survey).
2. Preliminaries
Our argument will make use of the vector (or product) Milliken’s tree theorem.
All definitions and results in this section are taken from [DK16]. Given an inte-
ger ℓ, we use both the combinatorial notion [ℓ] = { 1, . . . , ℓ } and the set-theoretical
convention ℓ = { 0, 1, . . . , ℓ− 1 }.
A tree is a (possibly empty) partially ordered set (T,<T ) such that, for every
t ∈ T , the set { s ∈ T : s <T t } is finite and linearly ordered by <T . All nonempty
trees we consider are rooted, that is, they have a unique minimal element called
the root of the tree. An element t ∈ T of a tree T is called a node of T and its
level, denoted by |t|T , is the size of { s ∈ T : s <T t }. Note that the root has
level 0. For D ⊆ T , we write LT (D) = { |t|T : t ∈ D } for the level set of D in T .
We use T (n) to denote the set of all nodes of T at level n, and by T (<n) the set
{ t ∈ T : |t|T < n }. The height of T is the minimal nonnegative integer h such that
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T (h) = ∅. If there is no such number h, then we say that the height of T is ω. We
denote the height of T by h(T ).
Given a tree T and nodes s, t ∈ T we say that s is a successor of t in T if t ≤T s.
The node s is an immediate successor of t in T if t <T s and there is no s
′ ∈ T such
that t <T s
′ <T s. We denote the set of all successors of t in T by SuccT (t) and
the set of immediate successors of t in T by ImmSuccT (t). We say that the tree T
is finitely branching if ImmSuccT (t) is finite for every t ∈ T .
For s, t ∈ T , the meet s ∧T t of s and t is the largest s′ ∈ T such that s′ ≤T s
and s′ ≤T t. A node t ∈ T is maximal in T if it has no successors in T . The tree T
is balanced if it either has infinite height and no maximal nodes, or all its maximal
nodes are in T (h− 1), where h is the height of T .
A subtree of a tree T is a subset T ′ of T viewed as a tree equipped with the
induced partial ordering such that s ∧T ′ t = s ∧T t for each s, t ∈ T ′. Note that
our notion of a subtree differs from the standard terminology, since we require the
additional condition about preserving meets.
Definition 2.1. A subtree S of a tree T is a strong subtree of T if either S is
empty, or S is nonempty and satisfies the following three conditions.
(1) The tree S is balanced and has a root node.
(2) Every level of S is a subset of some level of T , that is, for every n < h(S)
there exists m ∈ ω such that S(n) ⊆ T (m).
(3) For every non-maximal node s ∈ S and every t ∈ ImmSuccT (s) the set
ImmSuccS(s) ∩ SuccT (t) is a singleton.
Observation 2.1. If E is a subtree of T , then there exists a strong subtree S ⊇ E
of T such that LT (E) = LT (S). 
A vector tree (sometimes also called a product tree) is a finite sequence T =
(T1, . . . , Td) of trees having the same height h(Ti) for all i ∈ [d]. This common
height is the height of T and is denoted by h(T). A vector tree T = (T1, . . . , Td) is
balanced if the tree Ti is balanced for every i ∈ [d].
If T = (T1, . . . , Td) is a vector tree, then a vector subset of T is a sequence
D = (D1, . . . , Dd) such that Di ⊆ Ti for every i ∈ [d]. We say that D is level
compatible if there exists L ⊆ ω such that LTi(Di) = L for every i ∈ [d]. The
(unique) set L is denoted by LT(D) and is called the level set of D in T.
Definition 2.2. Let T = (T1, . . . , Td) be a vector tree. A vector strong subtree
of T is a level compatible vector subset S = (S1, . . . , Sd) of T such that Si is a
strong subtree of Ti for every i ∈ [d].
For every k ∈ ω+1 with k ≤ h(T), we use Strk(T) to denote the set of all vector
strong subtrees of T of height k. We also use Str≤k(T) to denote the set of all
strong subtrees of T of height at most k.
Theorem 2.2 (Milliken [Mil79]). For every rooted, balanced and finitely branching
vector tree T of infinite height, every nonnegative integer k and every finite colour-
ing of Strk(T) there is S ∈ Strω(T) such that the set Strk(S) is monochromatic.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Given an integer n ≥ 0, a { 0, 1 }-vector ~v of length n is a function ~v : n → 2.
We write |~v| = n to denote the length of ~v and, for i < |~v|, we use vi to denote the
ith coordinate ~v(i) of ~v. In particular, we permit the empty vector and the first
coordinate has index 0. We use the standard vacobulary for matrices. An n × n
{ 0, 1 }-matrix A is a function A : n×n→ 2. We use |A| = n to denote the number
of rows (and columns) of A. For k ≤ |A|, we write A ↾ k for the sub-matrix of A
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with domain k × k. The ith row of the matrix A is the vector ~v : j 7→ Ai,j . The
value A(i, j), the entry in the ith row and the jth column of A is denoted by Ai,j .
Note that we start the indexing of entries of A from 0. The matrix A is strictly
lower triangular if Ai,j = 0 for all i and j with i ≤ j. For a matrix A and a vector
~v with |A| = |v| = n, the extension Aa~v of A is the (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrix

A
0
...
0
~v 0

 .
More precisely, the matrix Aa~v is given by setting
(1) (Aa~v)i,j = Ai,j for all i, j ∈ n,
(2) (Aa~v)n,i = vi for every i ∈ n, and
(3) (Aa~v)j,n = 0 for every j ∈ n+ 1.
Note that if A is a strictly lower triangular matrix, then Aa~v is strictly lower
triangular as well.
Let T = (T1, T2) be the vector tree, where:
(1) The binary tree (T1, <T1) consists of all finite { 0, 1 }-vectors ordered by the
end-extension. More precisely, we have ~u ≤T1 ~v if |u| ≤ |v| and ui = vi for
every i ∈ |u|. The root of T1 is the empty vector.
(2) Nodes of the tree T2 are all finite strictly lower triangular (square) { 0, 1 }-
matrices ordered by extension. That is, we have A ≤T2 B if and only if
|A| ≤ |B| and Ai,j = Bi,j for every i, j ∈ |A|. The root of T2 is the empty
matrix.
Definition 3.1. Let (S1, S2) be a strong vector subtree of T of height k ∈ ω + 1.
In other words, (S1, S2) ∈ Strk(T). The valuation tree val(S1, S2) corresponding to
(S1, S2) is a subset of S2 defined by the following recursive rules:
(1) The root of val(S1, S2) is the root of S2.
(2) If A ∈ val(S1, S2), ~v ∈ S1(|A|), and {C } = ImmSuccS2(A) ∩ SuccT2(A
a~v),
then C ∈ val(S1, S2).
(3) There are no other nodes in val(S1, S2).
Note that val(S1, S2) is a subtree of S2 and hence also a subtree of T2. Also, the
height of val(S1, S2) equals k and the number of nodes of val(S1, S2) depends only
on k, see Lemma 3.1.
A tree T ⊆ T2 is a valuation tree if T = val(S1, S2) for some (S1, S2) ∈ Str≤ω(T).
For two subtrees T and T ′ of T2, a function f : T → T ′ is a structural isomorphism
if it is an isomorphism of trees, and for every A,B,C ∈ T with |A| ≤ |B| ≤ |C| it
also holds that f(C)|f(B)|,|f(A)| = C|B|,|A|.
Lemma 3.1. For every k ∈ ω +1 and every valuation subtree T of T2 of height k,
there exists a unique structural isomorphism f : T2(<k)→ T .
Proof. We use induction on k. There is nothing to prove for k = 0. If k = 1,
then the function f mapping the empty matrix to the root of T is the unique
structural isomorphism. Assume the induction hypothesis does hold for k > 0. Let
T = val(S1, S2) be of height k+1. By the induction hypothesis for the valuation tree
T (<k) there exists a unique structural isomorphism f : T2(<k) → T (<k). Denote
by e : k + 1 → ω the increasing enumeration of LT2(T ). Fix a node ~u ∈ T1(k − 1),
there is a unique ~v ∈ S1(k − 1) such that ui = ve(i) for every i ∈ k. For every
A ∈ T2(k − 1), there is a unique C ∈ ImmSuccS2(f(A)) ∩ SuccT2(f(A)
a~v). We
extend the map f by declaring f : Aa~u 7→ C, and we do this for each choice of ~u
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and A. It is easy to check that the extended map is a structural isomorphism of
T2(<k+1) and T , and that the extension was in fact defined in the unique possible
way.
If k = ω, then by the induction hypothesis there are structural isomorphisms
fi : T2(<i) → T (<i) for each i ∈ ω. Since these isomorphism are unique, we get
fi ⊂ fj for i < j, and f =
⋃
{fi : i ∈ ω} is the desired structural isomorphism
(uniqueness is easy to check). 
Let G be a 3-uniform hypergraph defined by the following two rules:
(1) The vertex set of G consists of all nodes of T2. In particular, the vertices
of G are square { 0, 1 }-matrices.
(2) There is a hyperedge {A,B,C } inG if and only if A,B,C ∈ T2 are matrices
satisfying |A| < |B| < |C| and C|B|,|A| = 1.
Recall that H denotes the universal countable homogeneous 3-uniform hyper-
graph. Without loss of generality, we assume that the vertex set of H is ω.
Let ϕ : H → G be an embedding defined by setting ϕ(i) = Ai, where Ai is a
(2i+1)× (2i+ 1) matrix such that if { j, k, i } is an hyper-edge of H for j < k < i,
then Ai2k+1,2j = A
i
2k+1,2j+1 = 1, and there are no other non-zero values in A
i; see
Example 1.
Example 1. Assume that H starts with vertices { 0, 1, 2, 3 } with hyper-edges
{ 0, 1, 2 }, { 0, 1, 3 } and { 1, 2, 3 }. Then the corresponding images in G are:
ϕ(0) =
(
0
)
, ϕ(1) =

0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

 , ϕ(2) =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 , ϕ(3) =


0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0


.
It is easy to check that ϕ is indeed a hypergraph embedding. We also have the
following simple observation.
Observation 3.2. For any two matrices A,B ∈ ϕ[S],
(1) all even rows are constant 0-vectors and so |A ∧T2 B| is odd, and
(2) if ~v 6= ~u are two rows of A and B, respectively, then |~v ∧T1 ~u| is even. 
Now, we prove the last auxiliary result that we use in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
This is a standard step of constructing the envelope of a set as used by Laver
and Milliken [Tod10, Section 6.2]. Here we addtionally need to take care of the
interactions between the two trees.
Lemma 3.3. For every k ∈ ω, there exists R(k) ∈ ω such that, for every set S ⊂ ω
of size k, there exists a valuation tree of height at most R(k) containing all vertices
of ϕ[S].
Proof. Choose an arbitrary natural number k and a set S of k-many elements of
ω. We will construct the required strong vector subtree (S1, S2) of T such that
val(S1, S2) contains all matrices from ϕ[S]. To achieve this, we define envelopes
E1 and E2 in the trees T1 and T2, respectively, by first collecting all necessary
matrices in E2, then inserting all necessary vectors into E1, which in turn requires
adding more matrices to E2. The important upshot of our construction is that we
can argue that this process promptly terminates and the resulting envelopes are
bounded in size.
We proceed in four steps, first defining auxiliary sets E01 ⊆ T1 and E
0
2 ⊆ T2 that
we then extend to E1 and E2, respectively.
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(i) Let E02 = {A ∧T2 B : A,B ∈ ϕ[S] } ⊂ T2. This is necessary to obtain a
subtree of T2. Observe that
∣∣E02 ∣∣ ≤ 2k − 1.
(ii) Let E01 ⊂ T1 consist of all |B|th rows of A for all A,B ∈ E
0
2 , |B| < |A| and
a constant 0-vector of length maxLT2(E
0
2). This is necessary to obtain a
valuation tree that contains all of E02 . The additional zero vector is added
to make level sets of E01 and E
0
2 equal. Observe that
∣∣E01 ∣∣ ≤ ∣∣E02 ∣∣2 + 1.
(iii) Let E1 = { ~u∧T1 ~v : ~u,~v ∈ E
0
1 }. This is necessary to obtain a subtree of T1.
Observe that |E1| ≤ 2
∣∣E01 ∣∣− 1.
(iv) Let E2 extend E
0
2 by all matrices A ↾ |~v| where A ∈ E
0
2 and ~v ∈ E
0
1 .
This is necessary synchronize levels between both subtrees. Observe that
|E2| ≤
∣∣E02 ∣∣ (∣∣E11 ∣∣+ 1).
It follows from step (iii) that E1 is meet closed in T1 and thus a subtree of T1.
Similarly, step (i) implies that E02 is a subtree of T2 and thus also E2 is a subtree
of T2, as we did not introduce any new meets in step (iv). It follows from the upper
bounds on |E1| and |E2| that the height of E2 is bounded from above by a function
of k.
By step (iv), the level sets of E1 and E2 are the same, that is, L = LT2(E2) =
LT1(E1). Now, let S1 be some strong subtree of T1 containing E1 such that
LT1(S1) = L and let S2 be some strong subtree of T2 containing E2 such that
LT2(S2) = L. The subtrees T1 and T2 exist by Observation 2.1.
We claim that val(S1, S2) contains ϕ[S]. Choose any matrix A ∈ ϕ[S] ⊆ E2 ⊆ S2.
We prove by induction on the level ℓ ∈ L, where ℓ ≤ |A|, that A ↾ ℓ ∈ val(S1, S2).
For the base of the induction, if ℓ is the minimal element of L, then A ↾ ℓ is the
root of S2 and hence the root of val(S1, S2).
To prove the induction step, we need to check that if A ↾ ℓ ∈ S2 for ℓ < |A|,
then the ℓth row ~v of A, is a node of S1. Observe that level sets of the constructed
sets “E” are extended only at steps (i) and (iii) of the construction. Moreover, all
new levels introduced during step (i) are odd by part (1) of Observation 3.2 while
levels introduced at step (iii) are even by part (2) of Observation 3.2.
We distinguish two cases based on the parity of the level ℓ. If ℓ is odd, then
ℓ ∈ LT2(E
0
2), since all odd levels are introduced only in step (i). By step (ii), we
then have ~v ∈ E01 . Since E
0
1 ⊆ E1 ⊆ S1, we have ~v ∈ S1.
Otherwise ℓ is even. Then ~v is a constant 0-vector by part (1) of Observation 3.2.
We have ~v ∈ S1, since one of the maximal nodes of S1 is a constant 0-vector by
step (ii).
Altogether, val(S1, S2) contains all matrices from ϕ[S], which finishes the proof.

We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix a finite 3-uniform hypergraph A. Recall that we want
to prove that there exists a number n = n(A) such that for every finite colouring
χ0 :
(
H
A
)
→ r there is an embedding g : H → H such that χ0 does not take more
than n values on
(
g[H]
A
)
.
Consider the 3-uniform hypergraph G. Since G is a countable 3-uniform hyper-
graph, it follows from the properties of H that there is an embedding θ : G → H.
Consider the colouring χ :
(
G
A
)
→ r obtained by setting χ
(
A˜
)
= χ0
(
θ
(
A˜
))
for
every A˜ ∈
(
G
A
)
.
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Consider the vector tree T = (T1, T2) defined earlier. Let k = R(|A|) be given by
Lemma 3.3. LetGk be the induced sub-hypergraph ofG on T2(<k). We enumerate
the copies of A in
(
Gk
A
)
as { A˜i : i ∈ n } for some n ∈ ω.
By Lemma 3.1, for every valuation tree T of height k, there is a structural
isomorphism fT : Gk → T that is also an isomorphism of the corresponding sub-
hypergraphs of G. Let S = (S1, S2) be a strong subtree of T of height k and
consider the structural isomorphism f = fval(S1,S2) : Gk → val(S1, S2). Put
χ¯(S) =
〈
χ
(
f
(
A˜i
))
: i ∈ n
〉
,
which is a finite colouring of Strk(T). By Theorem 2.2, there is an infinite strong
subtree of T monochromatic with respect to χ¯. Let U be its corresponding val-
uation subtree. The structural isomorphism ψ : T2 → U given by Lemma 3.1 is
a hypergraph embedding ψ : G → G. Since, by Lemma 3.3, every A˜ ∈
(
G
A
)
is
contained in at least one valuation subtree of height k, we know that χ takes at
most n different values on
(
ψ[G]
A
)
. Considering the embedding ϕ : H → G defined
earlier, the image θ [ψ [ϕ[H]]] is the desired copy g[H] of H, where copies of A have
at most n different colours in χ0. 
4. Concluding remarks
1. The construction naturally generalises to d-uniform hypergraphs for any d ≥ 2.
The construction is then based on a vector tree Td = (T1, . . . , Td−1) defined as
follows. Nodes of a tree Ti with 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 are { 0, 1 }-tensors of order i ordered
analogously as in the tree T2 used in Section 3. The definition of the valuation tree
can be also naturally generalised: given a vector strong subtree S = (S1, . . . , Sd−1)
one first obtains the valuation tree val(S1, S2). Based on val(S1, S2) and S3 the
valuation subtree val(S1, S2, S3) can be constructed in analogy to Definition 3.1.
The construction then proceeds similarly for higher orders. A detailed description
of these constructions is going to appear in full generality in [BCH+20].
Also observe that the special case d = 2 of this generalised setting corresponds
to the passing number representation.
2. More generally, structures in finite relational language with symbols of maximum
arity d can be represented by vector trees Td = (T1, . . . , Td−1). In this case, the
nodes of a tree Ti with 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 are sequences of tensors of order i− d+ a for
every relational symbol of arity a > i− d.
3. We aimed for simplicity in our proof of Theorem 1.1. The bounds obtained in
the proof are not optimal. Structures defined in [BCH+19] can be used to produce
more careful embedding of hypergraphs to H. They describe the order in which
the branchings of the trees T1 and T2 and of the actual vertices appear. This is
also going to appear in [BCH+20].
4. The tree T1 in our construction has a natural meaning: while the tree T2 rep-
resents vertices and hyper-edges, the tree T1 represents the union of all graphs
that are created from a 3-uniform hypergraph by fixing a vertex v and consider-
ing the graph on the same vertex set where edges are induced by all hyper-edges
containing v.
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